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LPG/CNG/Gas Cylinder Shot Blasting Machine is used to automatically Clean the surface of the cylinders 
by blasting of the sheel Shots/grid material coming from the turbines of the machine in a confined 
chamber. The cylinders get shot blasted as they pass through the blasting chamber on the base of the 
machine, The cylinders also get rotated on the rollers as they pass through to ensure the cleaning of the 
complete surface. 
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Alptech equipments Pvt. Ltd. is manufacturer of special purpose shot blasting machine for LPG/CNG/Gas 
cylinders. Also, we manufacture top quality spare parts for shot blasting machines.
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Parts, Maintenance & services of LPG/CNG/Gas Cylinder Shot Blasting Machine.

We have Dedicated “Repair&Maintenance” Team which is well known for creative solutions in We have Dedicated “Repair&Maintenance” Team which is well known for creative solutions in 

refurbishing, repairing, maintaining of all type of shot blasting machines. Our team is well refurbishing, repairing, maintaining of all type of shot blasting machines. Our team is well 

trained & well experience with more than adequate knowledge. We offer these services in an trained & well experience with more than adequate knowledge. We offer these services in an 

excellent manner within a scheduled time‐frame. excellent manner within a scheduled time‐frame. 

Machine spare partsMachine spare parts

We manufacture top quality spare parts of machines in our sister concern firm M/s J M Cast (A We manufacture top quality spare parts of machines in our sister concern firm M/s J M Cast (A 

foundry and machining division) which is located in Aurangabad.foundry and machining division) which is located in Aurangabad.
..

Reconditioning & retrofitting of shot blasting machines.Reconditioning & retrofitting of shot blasting machines.

We take challenge to execute reconditioning & retrofitting of shot blasting machines.We take challenge to execute reconditioning & retrofitting of shot blasting machines.
..

Annual Maintenance Contract (AMC): Annual Maintenance Contract (AMC): 

Quality is prime factor in today's competitive era. Quality output from machine depends on Quality is prime factor in today's competitive era. Quality output from machine depends on 

machine's repeat performance. To get repeat performance; machine maintenance is a key machine's repeat performance. To get repeat performance; machine maintenance is a key 

factor. Considering the same we closely work with our customer under AMC as per terms & factor. Considering the same we closely work with our customer under AMC as per terms & 

conditions.conditions.
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